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motor and cognition performances could be interrelated.
48
The aim of the present study was to explore sex differences in fine motor precision 49 performance tasks in both hands, with different age subgroups and test conditions. Both tested 50 sensory conditions -with a visual guidance (PV -proprioceptive-visual) and without (P -51 proprioceptive only) -have input from a proprioceptive sense (in the first one, integrated with 52 vision).
53
The questions of the study are as follows: 54 1. Are there any sex differences in fine motor precision across the entire sample in different age 55 subgroups? Our hypothesis as per previous studies -that there should be some differences in fine 56 motor precision in men and women. 
88
The descriptive statistics for fine motor precision is given for men ( Figure 2 ) and women (Figure 3) 89 depending on age group (12-17, 18-29, 30-64, and 65-95) , hand (ND -non-dominant and D - 
